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How did Australia’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander population go from being the objec-
tified subjects of documentary films to the di-
rectors and producers in the digital age? What 
prompted these changes and how and when 
did this decolonisation of documentary film 
production occur? Taking a long historical per-
spective, this book is based on a study of a se-
lection of Australian documentary films pro-
duced by and about Aboriginal peoples since 
the early twentieth century. The films signpost 
significant shifts in Anglo-Australian attitudes 
about Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders 
and trace the growth of the Indigenous film-
making industry in Australia. Used as a form 
of resistance to the imposition of colonialism, 
filmmaking gave Aboriginal people greater 
control over their depiction on documentary 
film and the medium has become an avenue 
to contest widely held assumptions about a 
peaceful colonial settlement. This study con-
siders how developments in camera and film 
stock technologies along with filmic techniques 
influenced the depiction of Aboriginal and Tor-
res Strait Islanders. The films are also exam-
ined within their historical context, employ-
ing them to gauge how social attitudes, access 
to funding and political pressures influenced 
their production values. The book aims to ex-
pose the course of race relations in Australia 
through the decolonisation of documentary 

film by Aboriginal filmmakers, tracing their 
struggle to achieve social justice and self-rep-
resentation.

CONTENTS: The Last of Their Kind: Aboriginal 
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Life in Central Australia (1931) • Benign and 
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Sounds of Spaces Between: Willaberta Jack 
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cupation Native (2017), In My Own Words (2017) 
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